
The history of religion in Hungary 



Saint Steven the first Hungarian Christian king founded
the Hungarian church. He invited missionaries from the
west, to introduce christianity to pagan Hungarians. 



He also organised bisoprichs.(There were 7 different parts.)



Besides bishoprics he also operated different orders
in Hungary such as : Benedictians and Franciscans.

In the background you can see the Abbey of 
Pannonhalma which used to be the center of the

Benedictian order. It is also a world heritage.



Esztergom is the center of religion ever since it was
founded

The Basilica of Esztergom



The most well known Hungarian saints→



Saint Gellért, during a pagan riot he was pushed down 
from the Kelen mountain in a wheelbarrow and died . 

The mountain was named after him.



Saint Imre is the patron saint of Hungarian youth



Saint Leslie is the patron saint of the weak and the prostrate, 
when he smashed his pole-axe in a rock it created a new well.



Saint Margit, who was a nun on an island
which was later named after her and her
father offered her to the god after the

Mongolians attacked Hungary.



In the first half of the 16 th century, reformation
from the west surfaced in Hungary and spread

rapidly. Different kinds of protestant tendencies
appeared, also known as:Calvinistic, Evangelistic

and Unitarianistic views.



The Hungarian protestants took part in the
translation of the Bible. Gáspár Károli 

published the first complete Hungarian
translation of the Bible in Vizsoly in 1590. 



Relegious freedom first appeared in Transylvania, 
then in  1781 King Joseph II. gave permission in his
order of grace for people to practise their religion 

in protestant temples.





Hungary was welcoming with different sects and 
religions.Even during the Turkish invasion a lot of 

Ortodox refugees came to Hungary. In the 18 th
century a lot of Jews arrived.



Christianity is important for Hungary due to
the fact the foundtain law says that Hungary 
is a Christian state.There are a lot of people

who practise their religion.


